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In China, Universities has already used computer to process information and In
China, Universities has already used computer to process information and manage
business. Yet the basic teaching units in universities, there are books reference rooms.
There are a lot of books and materials there. These books and materials are managed
by people. So it decreased greatly the use effect of books and materials. In order to
improve their use effect and better serve for the teaching and scientific research, it is
necessary to develop books and materials management information system at the
basic teaching units.
This dissertation introduces the research and design process of book and
materials information system at college. It expounds software engineering method and
procedure on life cycle model developing system and draw a conclusion of
accomplishing the system.
In this system planning phase, it determines the system should meet material
lending and management demands in the local area network. Software running on
the server mode. When system analysis and designs, it analyzed data flow of the
system between modules and internal modules, and draw the difference of system
function module and functional demands. According to relational database theory,
designed database of the system and it meets the third paradigm of relation database
and function demand. At last, it introduces the process of realizing the system
function module from interface design and algorithm design.
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